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Tamara Table is an exemplary table, the result of a careful manufacturing 
process where the details have been worked out to reach a design remarkable 

for its personality and attractiveness, which allows a hybrid use in the new 
public and private spaces.

A revolutionary table concept, based on the constructive interlocking of flat 
pieces of ecological plywood to form a three-dimensional structural assembly 

of great strength and solidity, without using adhesives or glues, all with flat 
packaging and minimal environmental impact. 

Its exceptional aesthetics and structural system brings to mind Japanese 
wooden ship constructions offering a robust and useful design in return.

Tamara is a collection of tables made of oak plywood. The rectangular table 
top is available in 4 sizes and is available in oak plywood, linoleum, marble or 

smoked glass.

It functions as a multipurpose table for workspaces, meeting and lobby areas 
or residential use. It is a collection intended for the circular economy, with 
a minimal carbon footprint and designed so that all components are easily 

separable and recyclable at the end of their useful life.
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Table in oak plywood with rectangular top available in oak, linoleum, smoked glass or marble.
ME2670 1.500 x 750 mm. (59 x 29.5 in.)
ME2671 1.600 x 800 mm. (63 x 31.5 in.) 

ME2672 1.800 x 900 mm. (70.5 x 35.5 in.)
ME2673 2.000 x 1.000 mm. (78.5 x 39 in.)
ME2674 2.200 x 1.000 mm. (86.5 x 39 in.)
ME2675 2.400 x 1.000 mm. (94.5 x 39 in.)

ME2676 2.600 x 1.200 mm. (102.25 x 47 in.)
ME2677 2.800 x 1.200 mm. (110 x 47 in.)
ME2678 1.800 x 1.200 mm. (70.5 x 47 in.)

Tamara table is a collection of tables made of oak plywood. 
The rectangular top is available in oak plywood, 

in linoleum, marble and in smoked glass.
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